Workplace Violence Survey Results – 75 Respondents (March 2018)

Q4 What are the challenges you face in handling workplace violence issues at your organization?
-Managers being consistent, holding people accountable and getting HR involved right away.-Alternate
Exits for an emergency.
-To date we have been very fortunate and have not had any workplace violence issues. We do have a
strong zero tolerance policy in place and a strong weapons policy in place as well.
-Safety in general - we are a service business with a lot of guests in and out each day.
-People holding doors open for others and they don’t badge in the building. This creates risk.
-Limiting access to the office
-Domestic violence and people feeling embarrassed or ashamed; not wanting to divulge their personal
affairs in the work place.
-Have not had any incidences – 3 responses

-We are very spread out. It becomes a trust issue with our employees.
-Lack of site security, process, and training
-You have to prepare for any situation because you never know.
-Education - managers and employees not knowing what to do. HR is a new position to this business and
they don't know what they don't know, essentially, and just hope for the best.
-Overall security of the building - Hard to limit access.
-how to conduct effective workplace violence training.
-Not having any training for employees on what to do asap if there is an incident of workplace violence.
-Very large company with a lot of acreage, hard to remain secure.
-small town changing into large city with increase gang activity, crimes
-My organization is a County so there are many different departments to oversee ... one of which
happens to be a correctional facility.
-Easy access to the property. Union labor issues.
-currently do not have a plan but are in the process of developing and training staff
-Although we have a policy in place, not certain our employees would know what to do.
-Our building is public and harder to secure.
-We have a small professional office and do not see any challenges at this time.
-Privacy
-finding out exact cause and how to handle each situation.
-Breadth and scope of unknown variables and scenarios
-I don't even know where to begin if one would happen. We've had to call the cops for arguing temps in
the warehouse, but that's really the extent of it here. My challenge - being the head of HR and also
being aware that I can't defend myself in a time of workplace violence. I have no one to step in on my
behalf either.
-We are currently discussion the best course of action. We want employees to be prepared but don't
want to frighten them with no good cause.
-Employees bringing personal issues into work.
-None as of yet, although with every "shooting" incident we get questions
-Individual responsible is located at corporate headquarters, which sometimes results in delayed
availability or responses.
-Multiple doors, limited security personnel,
-We are a home care agency- so much of the work environment is outside of our control. Employees are
sent into clients' homes. We conduct home environment checks prior to starting a case and over the
course of time while we have a case. As we are not there in person while the employee is working and
due to the work environment being in someone's home, our controls are limited. If someone does not
feel safe returning to a home, or if we deem a house/client unsafe, the employee will not be returned to
the home and we potentially may discharge the client from receiving our services.
-Financial institution with the possibility of a robbery turning violent.
-Knowing best practices when event does happen and having appropriate staff to handle the situation
when an event occurs. (Total staff of 32)
-Not always knowing the correct way to handle or be prepared
-We have a general policy that outlines how to respond but we have no one with advanced training that
could respond or handle. We call 911 and evacuate/flee the area.
-Many entrances leave us very exposed.
-Some employees don't believe it could happen here.
-1st - not having good training. 2nd - not being able to find affordable training We had a presentation
from the police about 10 years ago which was very good and helpful. We've been trying to find
something like that again.
-Unreported incidents

-The challenge is identifying all of the potential risks for multiple programs in different settings.
-Drills for all employees
-No management support
-Balancing the need for preventative education with a desire to not terrify the staff unnecessarily.
Figuring out when a threat is real and serious (a desire to not over-react).
-low security
-unreported issues
-Ongoing training

Q9 If yes to #8, briefly describe your policy here:
-Plan first; ensure security is near; be cautious and aware
-FT security onsite and there is a process in place to partner with that team with high risk terms.
-Neutral location, multiple managers present.
-Dr. Diana Sorrentino is on standby!
-assess the risk and if warranted, have a security person in the area to escort the person out.
-We have the individual escorted and meetings are handled with 2 or more people.
-Have additional personnel in meeting and contact local authorities
-We notify local police and request their presence on our grounds. Usually in parking lots.
-Not a formal hard copy policy. However, we do have a procedure in place what to do prior to
conducting the high risk terminate
-have maintenance/security on hand. Do phone terminations if anger management is issue. Have 'panic'
button under HR desk
-Termination letters include no trespassing language. Meetings held in specific location with security
support. In some cases, verbal notification so associate does not come back on property. Scripted exit
plan with two key management participants
-we have multiple staff escort individual out, we do not allow them to collect personal belongings, we
remove staff from the area, if necessary we contact police depending on the severity of termination (i.e.
theft)
-We list at least 10 examples of what would constitute workplace violence including the procedure for
reporting such.
-Nothing formal - we discuss each separation individually to assess risk. If needed, we would secure a
security firm to assist high risk separations.
-We had 1 high risk termination. We brought in a private security company (armed) and they handled
the situation extremely well
-It depends. We would have an HR rep there, conference room near an exit, nothing that could be a
weapon on the table, Managers and HR sit near the door. We would have another senior staff stationed
outside the room so s/he could hear if the conversation is escalating. In extreme cases, the police would
be alerted and asked to be in the parking lot.
-Time of day is carefully chosen, and we have hired outside security to remain in the parking lot during
the termination and for rest of day in case anything occurs (nothing has)
-Contact Corporate Security prior to separation and develop communications and separation timeline;
Engage and inform facility leadership prior to separation and advise of roles (collect employee's
assets/pack up personal belongings, witness to separation meeting, 911 caller); Notify local law
enforcement to be on standby; Ensure all systems access is shut off as separation is taking place; Escort
employee out of building and observe leaving property; Inform Corporate Security of separation and
outcome.
-Two managers, escort from building.

-Not really a policy. We've only had one concerning termination which didn't involve an explicit threat,
but our concern over potential violence led us to contact the police, make EEs aware of the potential,
and change all entrances to a secure electronic entry system.
-Police are notified and on standby depending on the situation. Additional managers are staffed close by
in the event extra manpower is needed. Non-essential personnel are removed from the area. Front
desk, AA, night supervisors notified and sent a picture of the employee and how to handle if he/she
shows back up on premises
-Usually if we feel we have a high-risk termination, we will offer the employee something that will help
alleviate the situation, such as pay their benefits for a certain time period, offer to pay for a semester at
the community college, severance pay.
-We terminate over the phone or if we must do it in person we have more than one manager present
and notify police.
-On site security
-I believe we have safety and security officers present on site during the termination process.
-Security handles
-Building security and local police are involved for support. Termination takes place outside the office.
Ex-ee is banned from returning to office. All staff are informed while the termination is happening.
-We would involve Bank Security Officer and make decision whether Law Enforcement needs to be
notified prior to termination
-Local law enforcement is involved.
-The individual is removed from the building by a member of management and denied reentry - the
building is secure.

Q11 In workplace violence situations where evacuation is called for, what do your employees
do once they evacuate?
-Do not have a plan/unsure - 11 responses
-Meet at a designated area for a head count and to cooperate with law enforcement if needed.
-They are directed to a nearby facility.
-Go to designated area of parking lot
-There are designated meeting locations across the parking areas for departments and teams. Specific
individuals are identified to ensure everyone is accounted for based on rosters.
- Gather at a neighboring business so everyone is accounted for and wait for police to arrive. to a
designated area
-They report to their designated areas and are accounted for by a team leader.
-Leave the area and reconvene at an outside location.

-I am not sure that there is an evacuation plan on where to meet. I just started two weeks ago and am
quickly learning there is a great deal of training and planning which needs to occur.
-Stay evacuated until further notice
-No specific plan other than to scatter and get away from the building.
-We do not have a workplace violence policy however our employees are directed to specific spots
outside of our building that are numbered. Similar to what would need to occur if there is a fire
emergency.
-We have a designated place to meet in the far corner of our parking lot.
-Go to a designated location
-Follow instructions of law enforcement or management
-Healthcare – remain with residents.
-They do not return to the building until they have received the all clear message.
-follow active shooter guidelines advised by homeland security.
- We have not trained staff yet
- Same as fire drill
-There is a designated meeting area adjacent to the building.
-Go to a common area that is deemed for each unit
-Leave premises
-We need to determine this. We are working on emergency plans but do not yet have processes in
place.
-Depends on severity/outcome/validity of threat. They may be sent home or returned to work.
-Stay on premises
-Wait for approval to go back to offices
-Depends on the situation -- we want them to go to safety and also preferably where we can account for
them (similar to fire drills) but they'd need to use judgment on whether the normal designated location
is safe.
-They congregate at the agreed meeting point (varies from office to office) and emergency services are
contacted.
-Go to designated area
-Designated on and off-site meetings locations. Stay in designated location until all are accounted for
and receive further instruction. NO cell phones, videos to be used until authorized.
-We will go to the front of the building and we all have a team of people we are responsible for. Those
employees report to the leader in their group for attendance.
-Remain in location
-We don't have a policy or communications specific to a workplace violence situation. We are looking for
affordable training
-Our employees move to a set location at a safe distance from the building and await further
instructions from the identified building safety supervisors.
-Stay in evacuation area until released
-Each business unit is assigned a particular place to meet. Leaders take roll call
-Report to designated areas and check in with their emergency preparedness contact
-Assemble at a specific location
-Not sure, our policy doesn't address this. They would probably stand around in the parking lot where
we evacuate for a fire. And wow, that's really bad. . .
-Stand in a safe zone
-They are instructed to go to a designated meeting place and then a head count is done
-At this point we tell them not to leave (unless they notify their department head). We do not have
designated and organized areas, just tell them to congregate away from the building.
-Currently setting up a policy for this

-Report to corporate security, call 911
-Proceed to a safe location
-wait for instructions from our safety warden

Q17 Additional Comments:
-The one saving grace is that we have security personnel manning the main entrance 24-7 and an
employee must swipe their company ID card at the only 2 entrances in order to gain access.
-Didn't even realize OSHA regulated this.
-I will look into OSHA. This is a "hot topic". Thanks for the opportunity to get info from others.
-Looking forward to seeing what other companies do. This sensitive topic is very timely.
-We are seeking affordable management training.
-Our program is just starting out and in the development stages and will look into and include OSHA
information
-We are updating our Corporate Health and Safety program and will look to include workplace violence
policies and procedures.

